Describe a Tree
Find a tree outside, and get to know it by learning to
describe its different parts. Circle the words that best
decribe your tree.You can circle more than one word.

TRACK your hike at

kidsinparks.com
and get FREE prizes!

1. The trees is

Tall

Wide

Rough

Thanks for joining us
on the trail today!

Medium Short

2. The trunk is
Skinny

Straight

3. The bark is

Smooth

Bumpy

Visit our website
to find more TRACK Trail ™
adventures near you!

4. The branches are

Big Small

Fruit

Cones

™

Tangled Straight

5. The tree has
Berries

Nuts

6. The leaves are shaped like

Ovals Hearts Spears Triangles Stars

7. The leaves are colored

Green Yellow Orange Red Purple Brown

Tree

Look at all the types of trees!
They have different shapes, sizes,
and leaves.And all trees need
certain things to help them grow.
Use this brochure to learn
about trees.

Bent

Scaly

Meet a

Follow us on

™

Facebook!
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Lots of Leaves

Leaves come in different shapes and colors. Look for leaves outside
with these shapes.Then color the leaves below with leafy colors.

LF E A

Oval

Heart

SN U

B H RNAC

TKU N R

Food for Trees

Trees need food and energy to grow, just like people do.
Read how the trees get their nutrients.

Each LEAF can make food for the tree using light from the SUN.

RNIA

Narrow

Spear

S LIO

RAIN provides water for the tree to drink.
A tree ROOT absorbs nutrients it needs from the SOIL.
The tree's food and water travels up and down the TRUNK
and through each BRANCH to feed the whole tree.
Unscramble the words above to reveal the parts of
the tree and its food sources.

RTOO

Star

Triangle

